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Cellular automata are non-conventional calculation methods [1]. Both the method itself and its 

applications are being researched. In literature numerous examples show its use in the field of materials 

science. In our previous studies simulations of short-range diffusion using cellular automata were 

presented. Simulations for recrystallization, grain coarsening and allotropic transformation were 

developed [1, 2, 3]. It was also presented that the automata can be scaled with the Nelder-Mead simplex 

procedure [4]. After further development and increasing the efficiency one-dimensional automata were 

created for recrystallization and grain coarsening showing that these versions of the automata can be 

fitted to measurement results thus providing applicability in simulation tasks [5, 6, 7]. In this study one-

dimensional automata results are shown for allotropic transformation where, similarly to previous 

results, the data follow the kinetics of the process. Furthermore, the scaling of the results calculated by 

the automata using literary information on uranium measurements is presented. 
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Introduction 

In this study the allotropic transformation processes of uranium are examined using cellular 

automata simulations. Three allotropes of uranium are knows, these are α – orthorhombic, β 

– tetragonal and γ – face-centered cubic which are respectively more stable with increasing 

temperature. According to the U-Zr phase diagram reviewed by OKAMOTO [12] the 

transformation temperatures are as follows: α → β transformation 941 K (668 °C), β → γ 

transformation 1049 K (776 °C). Nowadays mostly metallurgical researches of actinoids 

trend towards the allotropic transformations of pure uranium, therein the effect of cooling 

and heating rate on the transformation temperature is also researched. It was found that the 

transformation temperatures of γ → β and β → α are sensitive to the cooling rate, the most 

sensitive allotrope being the face-centered cubic (γ). In fact some details of the 

aforementioned phase transformations are unclarified to date that resulted in several scientific 

disciplines paying attention to these transformations recently. Major advancements were 

made in the field of physical metallurgy on both the historic and experimental fronts. These 

advancements mostly cover the kinetics of the transformations and controlled phase 

transformations. Understanding the transformation kinetics has high significance as 

supported by the continuously growing applications of uranium (for example, choosing the 

optimal composition in the case of metal-based fuels in reactor-technology). The most widely 

accepted examination method for similar aims is the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 
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1. Allotropic transformations of uranium 

For our calculations literary data were used [9]. Arun Kumar Rai et al. examined the 

allotropic transformations of uranium (composition of sample in Table 1) using DSC at 

different cooling and heating rates (100–102 Kmin−1) while following the process of the 

transformation.  

Table 1 

Chemical composition of the sample (ICP-AES) [9] 

Al Cd Ce Co Cr Dy Er Eu Fe Gd Mg Mn Ni Sm Y Yb C N O Si 

349 <0.12 2.2 0.2 15 <0.1 <0.1 <0.04 74 0 11 9.3 33 0.4 <0.1 <0.1 316 246 552 615 

 

 
Figure 1  

Typical DSC profile for uranium (3 Kmin−1) [9] 

Cast samples with average grain sizes of 300–400 m were used for the measurements. This 

has to be taken into account during the evaluation of simulation results as a significant factor 

in the transformation kinetics. In addition, considerable amount of uranium-silicide phases 

segregated on the grain borders were identified. 

 In the examined temperature range (200 °C–1050 °C) the solubility of silicon in uranium 

does not change in a significant way [18, 19, 20], thus the presence of phases does not affect 

the kinetic examination. The measurements were performed in a heat-flux DSC device. One 

of the characteristics of heat-flux DSC devices is that the measured signal is slightly behind 

the actual transformation due to the finite rate of heat equalization [18, 19, 20]. This does not 

change the method of evaluation, however, it has to be taken into account during the scaling 

of the simulation, especially in the case of high heating rates. An example of the measurement 

results is shown on Figure 1. where the heating and subsequent cooling program used for 

examining allotropic transformations is visible. A typical DSC profile can be seen on Figure 

1 where the peaks corresponding to certain transformations are shown. During heating the α 
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→ β and β → γ transformations happen according to the well-known Johnson–Mehl–

Avrami– Kolgomorov (JMAK) model for nucleation and growth which is also true for 

cooling (Figure 2–5).  

 The large grain size of the sample cannot be considered basic as it is only true before the 

α → β transformation after which the new grain size affects the kinetics. Since the grain size 

depends on the cooling and heating rates and the kinetics depend on the grain size, which is 

not known from the measurements, the effect of grain size cannot be taken into account 

during the fitting of the simulation. A fitting optimization task is present as a future plan to 

examine the effect of the grain size by refining the fitting results for which further data is 

required. 

 
Figure 2  

Transformed fraction curves during α → β transformations of uranium  

in the case of heating 

 
Figure 3  

Transformed fraction curves during β → γ transformations of uranium 

 in the case of heating 
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Figure 4  

Transformed fraction curves during γ → β transformations of uranium  

in the case of cooling 

 

 
Figure 5  

Transformed fraction curves during β → α transformations of uranium  

in the case of cooling 
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2. One-dimensional cellular automata simulation of allotropic transformation 

 
Figure 6  

Transformed fraction as a function of time during γ → α transformation 

 
Figure 7  

Transformed fraction as a function of time during α → γ transformation 

The automata works in a synchronic, stochastic principle in one dimension [8]. The cell chain 

is built from 10,000 cells [1]. Periodic boundary conditions were used for the first and last 

element of the universe to solve the problem of missing neighbours. A cell may take one of 

two states, 1 or 0, which states serve as phase indicators (stable or unstable). The 

neighbourhood of a cell consists of the cells in front of it and behind it. The driving force of 

allotropic transformations is the difference in free enthalpy between the stable and the 

unstable phases. The main parameters of the automata are the nucleation (Qn) and growth 

(Qg) activation energies, the phase border energy and the temperature. The allotropic 

transformation is a nucleation and growth process that serves as the base for two rule systems 

for the mentioned subprocesses. The rule system for nucleation defines that a nuclei is only 
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formed from a cell if the cell and all of its neighbours are in an unstable phase. Growth starts 

when the examined cell is unstable and has at least one stable neighbour. If the possibility 

process permits it, the new state of the cell will be stable. 

 The test results of the automata are shown on Figure 6–7. The examination was performed 

with Qn = 120,000 J/mol and Qg = 60,000 J/mol values. From the results the transformed 

fraction curves were determined for both γ → α and α → γ transformations. During the 

simulation test iron was used as a base with 911 °C as transformation temperature below 

which the base-centered cubic α-iron and above which the face-centered cubic γ-iron is the 

stable phase.  

 
Figure 8  

JMAK kinetics in the cases of γ → α transformations 

 
Figure 9  

JMAK kinetics in the cases of α → γ transformations 
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Investigating Figure 6 depicting the α → γ process it is visible that the process is faster at a 

higher temperature which is in correspondence with reality. In the case of the reverse process 

on Figure 7 it is visible that the process is faster at a lower temperature while at the same 

time it slows down as a result of the atoms moving slower. This also means that the 

transformation at 750 °C is shifting towards a shorter time period compared to the one at 840 

°C while the transformation at 650 °C takes more time compared to the other two. The results 

coincide with the physical reality. 

 
Figure 10  

Transformation diagram from one-dimensional cellular automata 

Performing the JMAK analysis on the results it is visible that the process follows the 

presumed kinetics (Figure 8–9). Allotropic transformations are usually described using the 

transformation diagram. Calculations were performed for the diagrams as well. Running the 

automata on different temperatures above and below the transformation temperature creates 

the transformation diagram (Figure 10). 

 

3. Fitting 

In cellular automata time passes in the form of calculation steps. From the aspect of distance 

the cell is the base unit. Since these are not real values, they limit the practical use of the 

automata. In simulations however, effect from changes in parameters can be examined that 

cannot be examined in any other way. In my research the Nelder–Mead simplex algorithm 

was chosen for scaling from the global optimization methods. 

 This method belongs to the family of direct searching procedures [13, 14]. Only a small 

amount of points is required at start that decreases the number of necessary function 

evaluations at each iteration. For N variables N+1 points in the parameter space are required. 

If two parameters are given, the searching procedure starts from three points on the given 

surface. For a function with two variables the three points have to be chosen to avoid being 

on the same line [15, 16, 17]. First the worst point of the simplex is being searched, then 

according to certain rules a new simplex is determined from the old one. These rules are 

reflection, contraction and expansion [15, 16, 17]. With these rules it can be achieved to get 

as far from the worst point as possible. 
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 a) b) c) d) 

Figure 11  

Simplex method rules (a) reflection, (b) expansion and (c), (d) contraction [15, 16, 17] 

Ignoring the worst point the median of the others is determined. The worst point is then 

reflected on the median [Figure 11 a)]. This creates the new point (Xnew) and the new simplex. 

If the new point is more suitable for the function than the best point of the old simplex, the 

advancement is favourable and the new point is moved in this direction. This is the expansion 

[Figure 11 b)]. If the new point means a worse case than the best point of the old simplex, it 

is taken as a wrong direction and the point is moved to the opposite of the reflection direction 

(expansion). If the function value is better than the best and worse than the second worst 

point, contraction is used [Figure 11 d)]. The new point replaces the worst point and the 

algorithm continues with the new simplex [15, 16, 17]. 

 

  
a) b) 

Figure 12  

Nelder–Mead simplex method (a) starting simplex, (b) ending simplex [15] 

In this research the mentioned global optimization procedure was used. Based on the Nelder–

Mead algorithm a function depending on the nucleation and growth activation energy which 

shows the sum of squares of the differences between the measured and calculated 

transformed fraction curves. The best fitting of the two curves is realized in the minimum of 

the surface described by the previous function. This minimum was found with the simplex 

procedure. The procedure starts from three points in case of two parameters. Ignoring the 

point corresponding to the highest difference sum of squares the centre of mass was 

determined for the remaining points, then the worst point was reflected to the centre of mass. 

If the sum of squares is lower in this point, these three points are used. Applying the simplex 

method the results of the automata can be scaled. 

 

4. Results 

The territory under the curve drawn during the DSC measurement equals the total heat 

absorption or emission of the process. The normalized integral of the DSC peaks may be 

considered equal to the change in the transformed fraction. The transformed fraction curved 

(continuous line) can be seen for heating α → β and β → γ (Figure 13–14) and cooling γ → 
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β and β → α transformations (Figure 15–16). The process was so fast in all four cases that 

during fitting the curves at the same time the simplex procedure could not find the proper 

fitting in a manageable time period. As a result, the four curves were fitted separately. In this 

case the maximum value of the driving force and the change in the activation energies affect 

the kinetics calculated by the automata in the same way. The maximum value of the driving 

force was thus fixed before the fitting after a preliminary calculation. Accordingly, the 

simplex procedure only determined the activation energy values, the starting temperature and 

the temperature dependence of the driving force. 

Table 2 

The results of the cellular automata 

  Qn Qg Tmin Gm k 

α → β 125100 20316.1 668.029 60000 0.05 

β → γ 188000 18457.4 668.352 95000 0.15 

β → α 312000 20962.9 777.048 110000 0.28 

 γ → β 171000 23491.5 770.171 70000 0.16 

 

The results are shown in Table 2. The fitted curves can be seen on Figure 13–16. In the case 

of some curves the fitting is evidently not perfect and may diverge from the standard of the 

array of curves. One reason is in connection with the rate of the processes. It is visible that 

the transformations take place within a short amount of time which means the automata have 

to calculate fast processes, the dangers of which affecting the precision of the calculation 

were covered in an examination of automata stability. Another important factor is the fact 

that in the case of DSC measurements the integrals of the transformed fraction curve and the 

peak are not equal, correction has to be made using data based on the equipment and the 

examined material [10, 11] which was not performed on literary results. Moreover, the 

change of the grain size affects the calculation as a yet unknown factor. Taking these 

statements into account however, it is stated that the one-dimensional automata of allotropic 

transformation can be fitted with the allotropic transformation measurement result of 

uranium. 

 
Figure 13  

Transformed fraction curves during α → β transformation of uranium in the case of 

heating and the curves fitted with the simplex procedure by the one-dimensional automata 

for different heating rates 
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Figure 14  

Transformed fraction curves during β → γ transformation of uranium in the case of heating 

and the curves fitted with the simplex procedure by the one-dimensional automata for 

different heating rates 

 
Figure 15  

Transformed fraction curves during γ → β transformation of uranium in the case of cooling 

and the curves fitted with the simplex procedure by the one-dimensional automata for 

different cooling rates 
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Figure 16  

Transformed fraction curves during β → α transformation of uranium in the case of 

cooling and the curves fitted with the simplex procedure by the one-dimensional automata 

for different cooling rates 

Summary 

In this study the simulation model of one-dimensional cellular automata allotropic 

transformation is presented. Based on the results it is proven that one-dimensional versions 

of cellular automata are suitable for simulating short-range diffusion as shown in previous 

publications. Aside from recrystallization and grain coarsening this is also true for allotropic 

transformation. It is presented through the example of pure iron that the model follows the 

Avrami-type kinetics. It is also proven that the scaling of the automata can be performed in 

this case, using literary DSC measurement results of uranium. The validation of one-

dimensional cellular automata simulations can be fulfilled for modelling allotropic 

transformations.  
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